
              
ATEQ continues to Lead the Industry in Future-Proof Technology

Paris, France – April 1st, 2021.  Jacques Mouchet, ATEQ founder and president, recently
stated that ATEQ is now ready to test HEV / EV / PEV / Fuel Cell EV vehicles, which is a
massive leap forward in the automotive industry. Jacques Mouchet goes on to say:

“Whether it involves electric cars, trucks, buses or bikes, the
ATEQ Group, a multinational measurement solutions provider
with more than 45 years of  experience,  provides the quality
processes  car  manufacturers  require  to  manufacture  better,
faster  and  more  reliable  HEV  /  EV  /  PEV  /  Fuel  Cell  EV
vehicles.” 

The introduction of HEV / EV / PEV / Fuel Cell EV vehicles
provides  great  opportunities  and  challenges  in  the  TPMS
world, which ATEQ is more than ready to take on. “To address
these new challenges, 

ATEQ offers  leak,  flow,  battery and  TPMS  testing instruments to ensure the quality testing of
numerous components all throughout the EV vehicle manufacturing process,” Jacques Mouchet
said.

Read Mouchet’s full article here.

About ATEQ TPMS Tools
ATEQ TPMS is the number one world supplier in the TPMS field by supplying an entyre range of 
TPM  activation tools for both assembly lines and tyre repairs shops. Since the concept of TPMS, 
ATEQ has Introduced the most advanced technological features to distributors and suppliers
worldwide.
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